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Abstract
In this study, we elucidate the changes in neural oscillatory processes that are induced by simple 
working memory tasks. A group of eight subjects took part in modified versions of the N-back and 
Sternberg working memory paradigms. Magnetoencephalography (MEG) data were recorded, and 
subsequently processed using beamformer based source imaging methodology. Our study shows 
statistically significant increases in θ oscillations during both N-back and Sternberg tasks. These 
oscillations were shown to originate in the medial frontal cortex, and further to scale with memory 
load. We have also shown that increases in θ oscillations are accompanied by decreases in β and γ 
band oscillations at the same spatial coordinate. These decreases were most prominent in the 20Hz 
– 40Hz frequency range, although spectral analysis showed that γ band power decrease extends up 
to at least 80Hz. β/γ power decrease also scales with memory load. Whilst θ increases were 
predominately observed in the medial frontal cortex, β/γ decreases were associated with other 
brain areas, including nodes of the default mode network (for the N-back task) and areas 
associated with language processing (for the Sternberg task). These observations are in agreement 
with intracranial EEG and fMRI studies. Finally, we have shown an intimate relationship between 
changes in β/γ band oscillatory power at spatially separate network nodes, implying that activity 
in these nodes is not reflective of uni-modal task driven changes in spatially separate brain regions, 
but rather represents correlated network activity. The utility of MEG as a non-invasive means to 
measure neural oscillatory modulation has been demonstrated and future studies employing this 
technology have the potential to gain a better understanding of neural oscillatory processes, their 
relationship to functional and effective connectivity, and their correspondence to BOLD fMRI.
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Introduction
In various animal species, θ oscillations play a cardinal role in the recruitment of brain 
circuits for the purpose of processing information, but until relatively recently the role of θ 
oscillations during information processing in humans has remained largely unexplored 
(Tesche and Karhu, 2000; Kahana et al., 2001). Whereas in studies of rodents the major 
emphasis has been on hippocampal θ, intracerebral recordings reveal that in humans, 
activity during tasks such as spatial navigation, learning and memory occurs in widespread 
areas of neocortex (Caplan et al., 2001). Studies using MEG or EEG have demonstrated that 
θ oscillations arising from predominantly fronto-central sources are prominent during the 
maintenance phase of working memory (Jensen and Tesche, 2002; Onton et al., 2005). 
While some studies have reported that the amplitude of the oscillations increases with 
increasing memory load in at least some subjects (Jensen and Tesche, 2002) or some trials 
(Onton et al., 2005), not all studies have found such a relationship (Raghavachari et al., 
2001; Payne and Kounios, 2009). Furthermore, larger θ synchronization during encoding 
has been found to predict successful memory retrieval (Klimesch et al., 2001).
Frontal θ oscillations have been linked with γ oscillations, which themselves are implicated 
strongly in cognitive processing. θ and γ oscillations have been measured using intracranial 
EEG (iEEG) in epileptic patients during a maze navigation task (Kahana et al., 1999). 
Successful recall in word memorisation tasks has been associated with coupling between the 
rhinal cortex and the hippocampus via 40 Hz γ oscillations (Fell et al., 2001) and with 
increased spectral power in both θ and γ bands (Burgess and Ali, 2002). Howard et al. 
(Howard et al., 2003) and Meltzer et al. (Meltzer et al., 2008) measured increases in γ 
activity with task difficulty using intracranial EEG. Moreover, Lisman and Idiart (Lisman 
and Idiart, 1995) have proposed a physiologically plausible mechanism for working memory 
(WM) in which memory items become active in each γ cycle within a θ cycle. In a recent 
study employing intracranial recording, (Axmacher et al., 2010) it has been shown that 
maintenance of an increasing number of items in working memory is associated with 
modulation of β/γ amplitude by θ activity in the hippocampus.
Neural oscillations are thought to play a central role in coordinating neural activity both in 
local networks (Gray et al., 1989; Womelsdorf et al., 2007) and over longer distances (von 
Stein et al., 2000). This network connectivity is thought to be the key to the way the human 
brain undertakes complex cognitive tasks. A great deal of evidence for the importance of 
brain networks comes from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Here, temporal 
correlation between blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) timecourses extracted from 
distal brain regions is measured. Temporal correlation between areas, independent of a task, 
implies that brain activity in these regions is linked and this, in turn, suggests functional 
connectivity between those regions. It has been proposed that there is a default mode 
network (DMN) comprising brain areas associated with on-going ‘resting state’ brain 
function, these include medial frontal cortex, medial parietal cortex, and posterior parietal 
lobules. Numerous reports of BOLD fMRI measurements made in the resting state have 
shown functional connectivity between nodes of the DMN. Furthermore, fMRI experiments 
have shown task induced modulation of activity in the DMN; specifically, cognitive tasks 
induce negative BOLD changes, implying an attenuation of brain activity in the DMN 
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during cognitive processing (Gusnard D.A. and Raichle, 2001) and that the DMN is most 
active during rest. This has fuelled a hypothesis that the DMN is associated with intrinsic, 
ongoing brain activity (e.g. introspection or daydreaming).
Despite a large fMRI literature and the established role of neural oscillations in mediating 
long range connectivity, there are relatively few reports of electrophysiological effects in the 
DMN. Recent papers by Laufs et al. (Laufs et al., 2003), and Mantini et al. (Mantini et al., 
2007) have employed resting state concurrent EEG/fMRI measurements to show that neural 
oscillatory power correlates with BOLD in DMN. A recent MEG study (de Pasquale et al., 
2009) has enabled independent elucidation of the spatial structure of DMN by applying a 
seed based correlation analysis to source space projected resting state MEG data. These 
reports have been amongst the first demonstrations that neural oscillations mediate the 
resting state network connectivity reported using fMRI. Reports of task induced change in 
neural oscillatory power in the DMN are also scarce. However, studies employing 
intracranial EEG to record local field potentials directly from the brain have begun to 
provide evidence that the task induced negative BOLD changes in DMN observed with 
fMRI reflect decreases in oscillatory power in the γ band. Intracerebral studies (Lachaux et 
al., 2008; Ossandon et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2009a; Jerbi et al., 2010; Ossandon et al., 
2010) have shown that electrical activity in the γ band is reduced in the DMN nodes on 
initiation of an attention demanding task. This positive correlation between negative γ and 
negative BOLD activity is in strong agreement with a large body of evidence showing that 
task induced positive BOLD responses are related to increases in γ activity in other cortical 
regions (Logothetis et al., 2001; Singh, 2002; Brookes et al., 2005; Mukamel et al., 2005; 
Niessing et al., 2005; Lachaux et al., 2007; Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2009; Zumer et al., 
2009).
The current study aims to use MEG to elucidate the neural oscillatory processes that are 
involved in working memory. We record MEG data in a group of 8 subjects during two 
separate, well characterised, working memory paradigms (modified N-back and Sternberg 
tasks). We test four specific hypotheses: 1) working memory paradigms will induce non-
phase locked θ oscillations in the medial frontal cortex, the amplitude of which will scale 
with task difficulty; 2) increases in θ power will be accompanied by concomitant decreases 
in γ band power at the same medial frontal location, and that γ decrease will scale with task 
difficulty; 3) in agreement with intracranial EEG findings, decreases in γ band power on 
task initiation will not be limited to the medial frontal regions, but will be more widespread 
and found in brain areas that might interfere with the task, such as the nodes of the DMN; 4) 
distributed γ activity will exhibit network behaviour, meaning that single trials exhibiting 
low/high γ change at one network node, will exhibit similarly low/high γ change in the 
same trial at a separate network node.
Experimental Methods
Participants
Eight healthy volunteers (4 male and 4 female, age range 21-43) participated in the MEG N-
back and Sternberg studies. The study was approved by the University of Nottingham 
Medical School Ethics Committee.
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N-back and Sternberg WM Paradigms
The N-Back and Sternberg paradigms are shown schematically in Figure 1. In the N-back 
task a single trial comprised three phases in which letters were presented to the subject 
sequentially, one every 2s: in the ‘Two-Back’ phase the participant was asked to press a 
button (right index finger), when the current letter matched that presented 2 letters (4s) 
previously; in the ‘One-Back’ phase, the participant was asked to press the button when the 
current letter matched the previous letter; in the ‘Zero-Back’ phase the participant pressed 
the button when an ‘X’ was presented. Each phase lasted 32s during which a title screen 
(lasting 2s and stating which phase was to follow) was followed by 30s of the task. At the 
end of the three phases a 30s rest period was included making each trial 126s in duration. 
Twelve trials were presented and the phase order was randomised across trials. In the 
Sternberg task, each trial comprised 5 phases. Initially a blank screen was presented for 1.4s; 
following this a period of letter presentation was initiated (a single letter presented every 
1.4s). Subjects were asked to hold those letters in short term memory for a maintenance 
period lasting 8s. After this a probe letter was presented and the subject was asked to press a 
button (right index finger) if the probe matched any of the previous letters. The trial 
concluded with a rest period, 8s in duration. There were three separate trial types 
(conditions) with the number of letters presented being varied (two, five or eight). Eighteen 
trials per condition were presented. Both the N-back and Sternberg tasks were controlled by 
‘Presentation’ software (Neurobehavioral Systems). Instructions were given to participants 
before the experiment, and participants were allowed to practice outside the scanner until 
they were familiar with the task.
Data Acquisition
MEG data were acquired using a 275-channel CTF system (MISL, Coquitlam, Canada) in 
third order synthetic gradiometer configuration, with a sample rate of 600 Hz. The system is 
housed inside a magnetically shielded room and the paradigm was presented by projection 
through a waveguide onto a back projection screen located 30cm in front of the participant. 
Anatomical MR images were acquired (Philips 3T Achieva system running MPRAGE; 1mm 
isotropic resolution, 256×256×160 matrix, TR=8.1ms, TE=3.7ms, TI=960ms, shot 
interval=3s, flip angle=8° and SENSE factor 2). Prior to MEG acquisition, three 
electromagnetic coils were placed at three fiducial points on the participant’s head (nasion, 
left and right pre-auricular points) and digitisation of these fiducial points and the subjects 
head shape was carried out using a 3-D digitiser (Polhemus Isotrack). During MEG data 
acquisition, the location of the participant’s head within the MEG helmet was measured by 
energising these coils. The location of the MEG sensors was co-registered to the brain 
anatomy by matching the digitised head surface to the head surface extracted from the 
anatomical MR image.
Data Analysis
Initially, trials containing excessive noise were excluded, and baseline offsets were removed 
from channel level data on a trial by trial basis. Data were then analysed using an adaptive 
beamformer (Robinson and Vrba, 1998). Beamforming is a spatial filtering approach to 
MEG inverse modelling in which signals originating at a predetermined brain location are 
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retained whilst signals originating elsewhere are suppressed. Output is based on a weighted 
sum of sensor measurements; weights are determined by minimisation of signal variance in 
a time-frequency window of interest with a constraint that variance originating at the 
location of interest is maintained. Weights are derived analytically using a forward field (a 
model of the fields measured in response to a unit current with known location/orientation) 
and an estimated channel-level covariance matrix. The output comprises a timecourse 
estimate of electrical activity at the location specified. Sequential application to all voxels 
yields a set of timecourses that can be further analysed to create volumetric images of 
change in electrical activity. The forward field was constructed based on a multi-sphere head 
model (Huang et al., 1999) and the derivation by Sarvas (Sarvas, 1987). MEG data were 
frequency filtered into bands of interest using a linear phase finite impulse response filter, 
implemented in the NUTMEG toolbox (http://nutmeg.berkeley.edu). Covariance estimates 
were created based on the unaveraged, frequency filtered dataset, ensuring optimal 
sensitivity to the effect of interest (Brookes et al., 2008). Covariance matrices were 
regularised as described previously (Robinson and Vrba, 1998). Weights were computed for 
a set of voxels on a regular 5mm grid spanning the entire brain. Source orientation for each 
voxel was based on a non-linear search for maximum variance.
Reconstructed time series for each voxel were Hilbert transformed to yield the analytic 
signal and the absolute value of the analytic signal was then computed to derive the envelope 
of changes in oscillatory amplitude – which we term the Hilbert envelope (Blackledge, 
2003). This was averaged across trials. The spatial distribution of task related change in 
oscillatory activity was examined by comparing oscillatory amplitude in an active window, 
to that in a control window, on a voxel by voxel basis. For N-back, the active window was 
defined as the Two-Back phase while the control window was defined as the relax phase. For 
Sternberg, the active window was the maintenance period following the 8-letter presentation 
whilst the control window was the relax phase of the same condition. The mean amplitude of 
the Hilbert envelope during the active and control windows was computed and the difference 
between active and control normalised by a noise estimate yielding a pseudo-T-statistic. The 
statistical significance of brain regions exhibiting stimulus induced change in oscillatory 
power was assessed using a Monte-Carlo technique (Nichols and Holmes, 2002; Cheyne et 
al., 2003). For each voxel, 40 randomised pseudo-T-statistics were computed. These were 
calculated as described above, however on each iteration the active and control windows 
were randomly switched across trials. Randomised pseudo-T-statistics were computed for 
every voxel in the beamformer image. The significance value corresponding to the upper 5th 
percentile of the randomised pseudo-T-statistics for all voxels was then used to define a 
threshold for the beamformer images and thus identify voxels exhibiting statistically 
significant (p < 0.05) change in oscillatory amplitude. This was done on an individual 
subject basis. Finally, individual MR images, and corresponding beamformer images were 
co-registered to the standard brain using the fMRIB linear image registration tool (FLIRT) 
(www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/flirt/). Thresholded images were overlaid and brain areas showing 
statistical significance across subjects were examined.
Having identified areas of interest using pseudo-T-statistical maps, further analysis of the 
time-frequency changes in brain oscillations, at locations of interest, were derived. The 
locations were derived based on pseudo-T-statistical images, with the same single MNI-
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coordinate being used for all subjects. For both tasks, MEG data were frequency filtered 
using band pass filters; 1Hz-4Hz, 4Hz-8Hz, 8Hz-13Hz, 13Hz-20Hz, 20Hz-25Hz, 
25Hz-30Hz, 30Hz-40Hz, 40Hz-50Hz, 50Hz-60Hz, 60Hz-70Hz, and 70Hz-80Hz. Weights 
were constructed for locations of interest and the Hilbert envelope was derived for each band 
as described above. Resulting envelope signals were averaged across trials and concatenated 
in the frequency direction yielding a time-frequency (TF) spectrogram. In order to estimate 
the resting state spectrum, the amplitude of the Hilbert envelope in the relax phase was 
averaged across time and subtracted from the full spectrum, yielding a TF plot showing the 
difference with respect to the relax phase. This was done separately for the N-back and 
Sternberg paradigms. TF difference spectra were averaged across time for each phase of the 
task yielding a single difference spectrum per phase. Difference spectra were then averaged 
across subjects and the significance of changes in spectral amplitude assessed using a non-
parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Finally, a trial by trial coupling metric was employed to interrogate the relationship between 
oscillatory amplitude change at different brain locations, or in different frequency bands. 
The average change in oscillatory power (with respect to the relax phase) was computed for 
a given frequency band and location, for every trial and for each subject. This resulted in 
either 96 (for N-back (8 subjects and 12 trials per subject)) or 144 (for Sternberg (8 subjects 
and 18 trials per subject)) independent measurements of oscillatory amplitude change. These 
measurements were made twice, either at two separate brain locations (A and B) within a 
single frequency band, or using two separate frequency bands (A and B) at a single location. 
Oscillatory amplitude change at A was plotted against equivalent change at B on a trial by 
trial basis. We then assessed the relationship between amplitude change across locations (or 
frequencies) on a trial by trial basis. Finally, to improve signal to noise and aid visualisation, 
groups of trials exhibiting similar power change at A were averaged together (groups of 12 
being used for the N-back and Sternberg experiments).
Results
Subjects performed well in both the N-back and Sternberg tasks. In the N-back task, 
participants identified 99±1% of targets correctly for the zero-back phase, 98±2% of targets 
for the one-back phase and 91±8% of targets for the two-back phase. Reaction times 
increased with task difficulty being 460±40ms, 525±50ms and 612±65ms for zero-back, 
one-back and two-back respectively. In the Sternberg task participants identified 92±4% of 
targets correctly for 2 letter maintenance, 84±6% of targets for 5 letter maintenance and 
75±7% of targets for 8 letter maintenance. Reaction times again increased with task 
difficulty being 865±30ms, 1035±30ms and 1100±30ms for 2, 5 and 8 letter maintenance 
respectively.
Figures 2A and B show pseudo-T-statistical maps depicting significant (p = 0.05) change in 
θ-power in a single subject for the N-back (A) and Sternberg (B) tasks. For N-back, a period 
of 2-back is contrasted with a period of rest whilst for Sternberg, the 8 letter maintenance 
period is contrasted with the rest period. The red overlay shows stimulus induced power 
increase whereas the blue overlay shows stimulus induced power decrease. Figure 2C shows 
common areas of significant change in θ power in 7 or more out of 8 subjects for the N-back 
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task. Likewise, Figure 2D shows common areas of significant change in θ power in 5 or 
more out of 8 subjects for the Sternberg task. As predicted, a significant increase in frontal 
midline (fm) θ is observed for all 8 subjects in the N-back task. Results for Sternberg were 
similar, but less robust with only 6 out of 8 subjects showing overlapping significant 
increase in fmθ. The final two subjects exhibited no significant change in fmθ power in the 
Sternberg task.
Figure 3 shows the oscillatory power change observed in medial frontal cortex across all 
frequencies. The location for cross-spectral analysis was derived independently for the N-
back and Sternberg tasks, based on the functional images. The locations (equivalent for all 
subjects) were MNI(−2,36,32)mm for N-back and MNI(−6,46,36)mm for Sternberg, both 
coordinates are close to the frontal midline. Figure 3A shows the difference spectrum for the 
N-back task. On task initiation, a positive change in fmθ is observed, and accompanied by a 
concomitant decrease in oscillations in the high β and the γ frequency range. As the 
difficulty of the task (N) is increased, the amplitude of the change in θ oscillations is also 
increased; frontal θ amplitude varied between 0.10±0.03nAm 0.31±0.07nAm and 
0.64±0.25nAm for the 0-back, 1-back and 2-back phases respectively. The differences 
between these measurements were statistically significant (p<0.05) across the subject group. 
The negative amplitude change in the β/γ (20Hz-40Hz) range was also dependent on task 
difficulty; β/γ change at the medial frontal location varied between 0.02±0.04nAm, 
−0.05±0.03nAm and −0.25±0.05nAm for the 0-back, 1-back and 2-back phases respectively 
and again this change was statistically significant (p<0.05). The relationship between the 
positive θ change and the negative change in the β/γ range is shown in Figure 3C. Figure 3E 
shows the TF spectra for the N-back task with prolonged changes in θ and β/γ oscillations 
apparent during task performance.
Figure 3B shows the difference spectrum for the Sternberg experiment. Despite the 
differences between the two tasks, a general similarity in the spectral distribution is observed 
with task induced increase in fmθ accompanied by negative changes in β and γ power. Once 
again the fmθ activity exhibits some modulation with task difficulty; the amplitude of θ 
oscillations was found to vary between 0.12±0.14nAm, 0.28±0.13nAm and 0.27±0.1nAm 
for the 2-letter, 5-letter and 8-letter maintenance respectively. Although this exhibits a 
similar trend to that observed in N-back, statistical significance across the subject group was 
not achieved. In agreement with N-back, β/γ modulation was most apparent for the more 
demanding of the tasks; β/γ change was found to be −0.05±0.04nAm, −0.07±0.4nAm and 
−0.18±0.05nAm for the 2-letter, 5-letter and 8-letter maintenance respectively. The 
relationship between the positive change in θ power and the decrease in β/γ power is shown 
in Figure 3D. Figure 3F shows the TF spectrum for the 8-letter Sternberg task. Again, θ 
increase and concomitant β/γ decrease are observed during the period in which subjects are 
expected to maintain the letters in memory.
Figure 4 shows results of our trial by trial coupling analysis, comparing the magnitude of 
spectral change in the θ band to that in the β/γ band (20-40Hz) in medial frontal cortex. 
Figure 4A shows the relationship for the N-back experiment; the upper panel shows all trials 
plotted individually whereas the lower panel shows trials grouped into sets of 12 (according 
to their θ power) and averaged. Notice that the difference between the three phases of the 
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task is again observed with the 2-back (red) exhibiting a higher change in both θ and γ 
amplitude than either the 1-back or the 0-back. However, within a single phase there is no 
direct trial by trial correspondence between the magnitude of the θ band change and the 
magnitude of the β/γ band change. Figure 4B shows the equivalent result for the Sternberg 
experiment. Again the upper panel shows all trials plotted individually whereas the lower 
panel shows trials grouped into sets of 12 (according to their θ power) and averaged. As 
noted above, spectral changes were less robust across subjects for the Sternberg experiment 
compared to the N-back experiment and this is reflected in the plot. A trend can be observed 
with higher changes in θ and β/γ amplitude for the more demanding (8 letter maintenance) 
condition. However, in agreement with the N-back result, no direct correspondence is 
observed between the amplitude of θ changes and the amplitude of β/γ changes across 
trials.
Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of oscillatory power change in the β/γ range 
(20-40Hz for N-back and 15-40Hz for Sternberg based on difference spectra in Figure 3). In 
general the spatial signature of these β/γ changes was more variable across subjects than the 
equivalent results for θ. However, areas common to all subjects were observed and here, the 
blue overlay shows brain areas exhibiting significant task induced decrease in oscillatory 
power in 7 or more of our 8 participants. Figure 5A shows modulation for N-back with 
robust change in the medial frontal cortex accompanied by similar negative going changes in 
cingulate cortex, bilateral frontal operculum and the inferior parietal lobules. Figure 5B 
shows the equivalent spatial distribution for the Sternberg task. Here, power decreases in the 
medial frontal cortex are accompanied by bilateral frontal operculum, and language areas 
including left lateralised Wernicke’s area. The green overlay shows brain regions common to 
both tasks (i.e. significant in 7 or more participants in both the N-back and Sternberg tasks).
The relationship between β/γ oscillatory modulation in spatially separate brain areas was 
probed using our trial by trial coupling analysis. All of the brain areas selected for analysis 
were based on the images of β/γ change shown in Figure 5. Figure 6A shows results for the 
N-back experiment: the β/γ change in the medial frontal cortex plotted against the 
equivalent β/γ change in the left inferior parietal lobe. In the left hand plot, all trials are 
shown whereas in the right hand plot, trials are grouped into sets of 12. Likewise Figure 6B 
(also based on N-back) shows the β/γ change in the medial frontal cortex plotted against the 
β/γ change in the right inferior parietal lobe (Again, the left hand plot shows all trials; the 
right hand plot shows trials grouped into sets of 12). Trials representing the 2-back, 1-back 
and 0-back conditions are shown in red, blue and black respectively. Once again the 
differences between conditions are observed with the 2-back exhibiting a larger change than 
1-back or 0-back at both locations. Most interestingly however, there is good 
correspondence between oscillatory amplitude change on a trial by trial basis, meaning that 
trials exhibiting high β/γ change in the medial frontal cortex in a single trial also exhibit a 
high β/γ change in the left and right inferior parietal lobules in the same trial. This is the 
case both within and across separate phases of the task. This correspondence implies that the 
brain areas identified by the functional images shown in Figure 5 are not simply uni-modal 
foci that respond individually to the task, but are intimately connected to form a network. It 
should be pointed out that in all computations of this type, care should be taken to ensure 
that these correlations are genuine, and do not result from correlated beamformer weighting 
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parameters. In this case the correlation coefficient between beamformer weights in the 2 
locations was explicitly computed; this value was found to be 0.04±0.10 for Figure 6A and 
−0.02±0.10 for Figure 6B. Such low correlation values imply that the close correspondence 
observed in the Figure is not due to inverse modelling artifact. Figure 6C shows β/γ change 
in medial frontal cortex plotted against β/γ change in Wernicke’s area for the Sternberg task. 
Trials representing the 8, 5 and 2 letter maintenance conditions are shown in red, blue and 
black respectively. In agreement with our N-back results, a close correspondence is observed 
implying network activity. For comparison, we show β/γ change in medial frontal cortex 
plotted against β/γ change in primary visual cortex for the Sternberg task. Primary visual 
cortex was not part of the network identified in Figure 5 and no correspondence was 
observed.
Finally, as shown above, neuro-electrical effects in both the θ and the β/γ frequency ranges 
were found to correlate with task difficulty. However there was no significant correlation 
with other behavioural results. Neither θ change nor β/γ change was found to be 
significantly altered in trials in which a correct answer was given, compared to trials in 
which an incorrect answer was given. However, in this study subjects made relatively few 
incorrect responses and so such analysis was made difficult due to insufficient trials. In 
addition, neither θ change nor β/γ change was found to correlate with subjects reaction time 
on a trial by trial basis.
Discussion
The brain’s oscillatory rhythms are believed to originate in the synchronous synaptic activity 
of a large number of neurons. These oscillations are thought to play a central role in the 
integration of brain activity across regions (Varela et al., 2001). Aberrant oscillatory activity 
has been observed in pathology (Schnitzler and Gross, 2005) and elucidation of the 
functional role played by oscillatory rhythms will be integral to our developing a complete 
understanding of brain electrodynamics. This study highlights the suitability of MEG as a 
non-invasive means to investigate changes in oscillatory activity during cognitive tasks. 
iEEG represents a gold standard in electrodynamic brain measurement and boasts an 
excellent signal to noise ratio. However, measurements are highly invasive, they lack whole 
brain coverage, and they are only performed on patients with potentially confounding 
neurological disorders. The signal to noise ratio of MEG is less than that of iEEG, 
particularly at high frequency. Further, the ill-posed inverse problem means that spatial 
resolution is limited. However MEG is non-invasive, enables whole brain coverage and 
MEG results are largely reflective of those obtained using iEEG (Dalal et al., 2009). 
Furthermore, unlike electric fields, magnetic fields are not distorted by inhomogeneous 
conductivity in the head. This, coupled with the high number of sensors (~300 in modern 
systems) and advanced source reconstruction algorithms give MEG a vastly improved spatial 
resolution compared to surface EEG measurements. This makes MEG the most attractive 
non-invasive means to measure neural oscillations and enables sufficient spatial specificity 
to characterise the spatio-temporal signature of the brain networks involved in cognitive 
processing.
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Our study has demonstrated increased fmθ activity during the N-Back and Sternberg tasks. θ 
oscillations are known to be associated with both episodic and working memory (Sauseng et 
al., 2010). We show that θ power not only increased in the task condition with respect to 
rest, but also modulated with task difficulty. This is particularly apparent for the N-back task 
in which significant modulation in θ power was observed between task phases, with the two-
back phase eliciting the highest response. These findings are consistent with a previous 
MEG study (Jensen and Tesche, 2002); with results from EEG studies (Gevins et al., 1997; 
Onton et al., 2005); and with a recent combined EEG/fMRI study (Michels et al., 2010) in 
which the contrast between θ activity during a high load and low load condition revealed 
significant differences in medial frontal cortex. In light of the evidence that BOLD in medial 
frontal cortex measured using fMRI is negatively correlated with memory load (Michels et 
al., 2010), our finding is consistent with the evidence from combined EEG/fMRI studies 
(Scheeringa et al., 2008; Michels et al., 2010) suggesting that θ is negatively correlated with 
BOLD signal in the medial frontal cortex. In contrast, a separate study (Raghavachari et al., 
2001) observed that θ during retention was not modulated by memory load and instead 
reported that θ exhibited a ‘gating’ response at distributed neural sites, increasing to a stable 
level following the initiation of a memory trial and falling on the cessation of the final 
encoding stimulus. Payne and Kounios observed load-modulated effects in θ coherence 
between frontal and parietal sites but not in frontal θ power (Payne and Kounios, 2009). On 
balance, while there is considerable evidence that fmθ power increases with memory load 
during working memory retention, the circumstances necessary for producing this 
modulation and the most sensitive measure of this modulation remain to be fully determined.
We have also shown that β/γ activity, at the same medial frontal co-ordinate, decreased on 
task initiation. Power decreases in the β/γ range also modulated with task difficulty, with the 
largest decreases observed during the most demanding phases of both the N-back and the 
Sternberg tasks. Although these oscillatory power decreases were most prominent in the 
20Hz-40Hz frequency band, it is worth noting that, in figure 3, modulation can be observed 
up to 80Hz implying a broad-band response. This has also been demonstrated in the motor 
cortex in recent work (Miller et al., 2009b) which, using invasive electrode recordings, 
proposed that activity is mediated not by γ oscillations in a specific band, but by a general 
shift in amplitude of broad-band power. It is noteworthy that in a combined EEG-fMRI 
study (Michels et al., 2010) observed positive correlations between γ and BOLD but these 
were predominantly in the vicinity of regions in lateral prefrontal cortex in which BOLD 
signal increases with increasing memory load.
Our results partially support a hypothesis that θ and β/γ oscillations are linked. Changes in 
θ and γ oscillatory amplitude were found at the same spatial coordinate and θ and γ 
amplitude were both found to modulate with working memory load. However, we did not 
find a relationship between trial by trial variation in θ and γ amplitude. This is likely to be 
due to the way in which a relationship was sought from our data. The proposal by Lisman 
and Idiart (Lisman and Idiart, 1995) that items held in working memory become active in 
each γ cycle within a θ cycle suggests that the relevant relationship might be a modulation 
of γ amplitude by θ phase. In a study employing intracranial recording (Axmacher et al., 
2010), it was demonstrated that maintenance of an increasing number of items in working 
memory is associated with modulation of β/γ amplitude by θ phase in the hippocampus. 
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Using intra-cerebral electrodes Canolty and colleagues (Canolty et al., 2006) found that θ 
phase modulated the amplitude of high frequency γ (above 80 Hz) in human neocortex, and 
furthermore that different behavioural task were associated with γ modulation in different 
regions. Using surface EEG recordings, Demiralp and colleagues demonstrated that the 
phase of event-related θ oscillations modulates the amplitude of γ oscillations at 
approximately 40 Hz in the occipital cortex during visual perception (Demiralp et al., 2007). 
Thus it is plausible that the interaction between θ and γ in medial frontal cortex during 
working memory entails the modulation of γ amplitude by θ phase and not a simple 
amplitude-amplitude coupling relationship. As yet it is unclear whether sufficient signal to 
noise is achievable in MEG to measure phase-amplitude coupling in relatively deep 
locations such as those integral to DMN. This remains an issue to be addressed in future 
studies.
Whilst positive changes in θ are seen predominantly in frontal areas, negative changes in the 
β/γ range are also observed in other brain regions. The spatial distribution of significant 
change in the β/γ band was more variable across subjects than the θ band modulation, 
however common areas in all subjects were observed in both tasks. For N-back, robust 
modulation occurred in medial frontal cortex, cingulate cortex, bilateral frontal operculum 
and the left and right parietal lobes. This spatial signature is, in part, indicative of the default 
mode network. There were similarities between the two tasks; the medial frontal cortex, 
bilateral frontal operculum and the left temporal and parietal lobe were observed in 7 out of 
8 subjects for both tasks. However, the characteristic DMN signature, inclusive of cingulate 
cortex and posterior parietal lobules was not observed for the Sternberg task.
It is tempting to speculate that the decrease in oscillatory amplitude observed in both our N-
back and Sternberg tasks is related to attenuation of activity in networks of brain areas that 
may interfere with the task. During both tasks there is suppression of activity in the frontal 
operculum bilaterally. Evidence from fMRI indicates that the frontal operculum plays a 
critical role in initiating control signals that engage executive processing networks in 
response to external stimuli (Sridharan et al., 2008). The observation of β/γ suppression in 
the frontal operculum suggests that activity in this region is suppressed during the 
maintenance of working memory to prevent re-orienting to distracting events. It has been 
proposed that the DMN is associated with on-going information processing and activity in 
this network attenuates during cognitive tasks. Previous studies (Meltzer et al., 2007; 
Scheeringa et al., 2008) using combined EEG/fMRI suggest that DMN activity is attenuated 
by θ oscillations insofar as an increase in fmθ power was associated with a decrease in 
BOLD in those areas. Our N-back results imply that activity in the DMN, which is mediated 
by oscillations in the β/γ frequency range is switched off on task initiation. This notion is 
supported by fMRI results showing negative BOLD changes in the DMN during cognitive 
tasks (Gusnard D.A. and Raichle, 2001). Our results are also supported by invasive 
electrophysiology results (Lachaux et al., 2008; Ossandon et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2009a; 
Jerbi et al., 2010; Ossandon et al., 2010) reporting decreases in oscillatory activity in the γ 
band on initiation of cognitive tasks in brain areas that may interfere with the task, in 
particular the default mode network. In our Sternberg experiment, the characteristic DMN 
signature was not apparent. However, this difference could be explained by fundamental 
differences between the tasks, which emphasise different cognitive processes. During N-
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Back, the participant needs to remember and retrieve letters throughout the task whilst 
during Sternberg, memory processes are to some degree demarcated. In the 2-Back phase, in 
addition to participants remembering a letter presented 4 s earlier, they also need to suppress 
the memory of a letter presented 2s earlier to ensure that it is not mistaken for a target. 
However, memory of this intervening letter can not be lost completely as it may itself 
become a target as the task continues. This implies that more than just working memory is 
required since such manipulation would require both WM and control, which implies more 
executive demand in N-back compared to Sternberg.
A recent study (de Pasquale et al., 2009) has shown significant correlation between the 
amplitude envelope of oscillatory activity at spatially separate nodes of the DMN in the 
resting state. This was one of the first studies to show an electrophysiological basis to resting 
state DMN connectivity thus supporting the idea that haemodynamic functional connectivity 
measurements are mediated by neural oscillations. Our results shown in Figure 6 suggest 
that the β/γ modulation observed in the brain regions implicated by our working memory 
paradigms is not reflective of uni-modal task driven changes in spatially separate brain 
regions, but rather represent correlated network activity. This supports the idea that network 
connectivity is mediated by neural oscillations. In particular our N-back results presented in 
figures 6A and 6B implicate network behaviour in the DMN during the task positive state. 
This result complements that of de Pasquale and colleagues in showing resting state DMN 
connectivity. Our trial by trial correlation metric is a simple and effective way to measure 
brain network activity. However, neither the precise mechanism of the electrical 
connectivity, nor the direction of information flow between networks nodes can be assessed. 
Coherence (Gross et al., 2001), imaginary coherence (Nolte et al., 2004), phase lag index 
(Stam et al., 2007) and synchronisation likelihood (Stam and van Dijk, 2002) all represent 
ways of measuring functional connectivity in MEG data, whilst Granger causality (Granger, 
1969) and dynamic causal modelling (Friston et al., 2003; Chen et al., 2008) represent ways 
to measure effective connectivity. Future work may employ these methods to gain a better 
understanding of the nature of the network activity that we elucidate here.
In light of our primary hypotheses regarding fmθ and potentially correlated γ activity, we 
examined the full spectrum of activity only in the medial frontal region. As shown in figure 
3, we did not observe substantial changes in the α band in this region. However, our analysis 
does not exclude the possibility that signals in the alpha band in other brain regions play an 
important role in working memory. It should be noted that several studies have reported 
load-dependent increases in alpha activity in posterior regions during working memory tasks 
(Jensen et al., 2002; Tuladhar et al., 2007; Zumer et al., 2009). However, an increase in alpha 
power with increasing load is not observed consistently. In a recent study of 18 participants, 
9 exhibited load-related alpha power increases at EEG electrode Pz, while the other 9 
exhibited alpha power decreases (Michels et al., 2008). The precise nature of interaction 
between the θ and β/γ effects that we report in the medial frontal cortex, and the alpha band 
effects reported in other literature therefore remains a topic for further investigation.
Finally, as stated above MEG relies on synchronous activity in cell assemblies, and it has 
been shown that at high frequencies, the degree of synchrony is significantly reduced (see 
e.g. (Dalal et al., 2009; Jerbi et al., 2009)). This means that in the high γ frequency band, 
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MEG results can suffer from low SNR. Here we show that γ band effects, whilst maximal 
for the 30-40Hz band, extended up to 80Hz. In our N-back study, further analysis of 40Hz – 
80Hz activity showed power loss during the 2-back phase compared to rest in the medial 
frontal cortex, cuneus, precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex. Such spatial structure 
implicates the DMN and is in agreement with intracranial EEG findings and our 20-40Hz 
analysis. However, these effects were significant in only 6 out of our 8 subjects. Further their 
spatial signature was somewhat confounded since at low SNR, the full width at half 
maximum of the point spread function of beamformer spatial filters is known to be increased 
anisotropically around true source locations. This confound of low SNR could be eliminated 
by the use of further experimental trials. Invasive studies are beginning to show that activity 
in the high γ band is an effective index of neural activity (Jerbi et al., 2009). Future studies 
employing MEG should therefore investigate carefully the SNR in this frequency range.
Conclusion
Our study has provided evidence for statistically significant increases in θ oscillations 
during both N-back and Sternberg working memory tasks. These oscillations were shown to 
originate in the medial frontal cortex, and further they scale with memory load. We have also 
shown that increases in θ oscillations are accompanied by decreases in β and γ band 
oscillations at the same spatial coordinate. These decreases were most prominent in the 
20Hz – 40Hz frequency range, although spectral analysis showed that γ band power 
decrease extends up to 80Hz. β/γ power decrease also scales with memory load. Whilst θ 
increases were predominately observed in the medial frontal cortex, β/γ decreases were 
associated with other brain areas, including nodes of the default mode network (for the N-
back task) and areas associated with language processing (for the Sternberg task). These 
observations are in agreement with intracranial EEG studies showing decreased γ band 
activity during cognitive tasks, and with fMRI studies showing negative BOLD in DMN 
during cognitive tasks. It is therefore tempting to speculate that brain activity in these 
regions, which is mediated by activity in the β/γ range, is being attenuated on task initiation. 
We have shown an intimate relationship between changes in β/γ band oscillatory power at 
spatially separate network nodes, implying that activity in these nodes is not reflective of 
uni-modal task driven changes in spatially separate brain regions, but rather represents 
correlated network activity. This work agrees with BOLD fMRI findings showing functional 
connectivity between DMN network nodes. Finally, the utility of MEG as a non-invasive 
means to measure neural oscillatory modulation has been demonstrated and future studies 
employing this technology have the potential to gain a better understanding of neural 
oscillatory processes, their relationship to functional and effective connectivity, and their 
correspondence to BOLD fMRI measurements.
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Appendix – Phase-locked vs. non-phase-locked θ
The time-frequency decomposition of an evoked potential shows a brief power increase at 
low frequencies, typically in the θ range. This occurs because a θ-band sinusoid can be 
fitted to the evoked response signal which means that non-phase locked θ band power 
increase can be mistaken for evoked activity. In the case of our N-back experiment where 
stimuli are repeated once every 2 seconds, it is highly possible that a prolonged increase in θ 
oscillations, as reported above in figure 3, could also represent a series of evoked responses 
and it is important to test the non-phase locked nature of such effects.
We assessed the possible contribution of phase-locked responses to our θ measurement by 
employing additional analysis. For measurement of non-phase locked θ power, raw MEG 
data are filtered into the 4Hz-8Hz band and projected into the brain. A timecourse of 
electrical activity is extracted from medial frontal cortex; these timecourses are then Hilbert 
transformed to obtain the Hilbert envelope and the envelope is averaged across trials. Such 
measures comprise both phase-locked and non-phase-locked power. In order to assess the 
phase-locked component, this process was repeated but the electrical timecourse was 
averaged prior to computation of the Hilbert envelope. Since non-phase-locked θ oscillations 
will be attenuated by averaging the raw timecourse, if averaging prior to envelope 
computation has no effect on the θ timecourse, it is likely that our θ response represents a 
phase-locked evoked response, and not non-phase-locked induced oscillations.
Figure A1A shows time-frequency difference spectra for the two-back phase of the task 
(with respect to the relax phase). In the left hand panel, timecourses are Hilbert transformed 
prior to averaging across trials. In the right hand panel, timecourses are averaged across 
trials prior Hilbert transformation. The attenuation of the θ band response afforded by 
averaging across trials is clear in the plot suggesting that the θ response observed in figure 
three comprises non-phase locked oscillations. Figure A1B shows difference spectra, 
averaged across time for the two-back phase. Whilst a similar trend is apparent, the 
attenuation of oscillatory power in the θ (and β/γ) bands with averaging is apparent.
Nonetheless the similarity of the spectra shown in figure A1B raises the possibility that, 
since a θ-band sinusoid can be fitted to the evoked response signal, in many information 
processing tasks transient event-related oscillations contribute to evoked activity. This is 
consistent with published work (Basar et al., 2001) showing that transient oscillations 
govern many cognitive processes. It is possible that both the induced and evoked oscillations 
arise from overlapping neural circuits.
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Figure 1. 
Schematic diagrams of A) The N-Back and B) the Sternberg tasks.
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Figure 2. 
Spatial distribution of task induced changes in θ. A) Single subject N-back; B) Single 
subject Sternberg; C) Group N-back; D) Group Sternberg.
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Figure 3. 
Change in oscillatory power in the medial frontal lobe with respect to the resting phase: A 
and B show difference spectra for N-back and Sternberg respectively. C and D show the 
mean difference in spectral amplitude between maintenance and relax periods in the θ band 
plotted against the same measurement in the β/γ (20Hz – 40Hz) band. C and D show N-
back and Sternberg results respectively. E shows TF difference spectra for the 3 N-back 
phases. F shows a TF spectrum for the 8-letter Sternberg task with the θ and high-β/low-γ 
Hilbert envelopes inset.
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Figure 4. 
The relationship between the amplitude of θ and β/γ changes in the medial frontal cortex. 
A) N-back task. The red points show 2-back trials, the blue points show 1-back trials and the 
black points show 0-back trials. B) Sternberg task. The red points show 8 letter maintenance, 
the blue points show 5 letter maintenance and the black points show 2 letter maintenance. In 
both tasks the upper panels show the result for all trials; the lower panels show trials grouped 
into sets of 12 (according to θ power change) and averaged.
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Figure 5. 
Distribution of significant task induced changes in β and γ power. A) N-back; B) Sternberg. 
Green overlay shows areas common to both tasks. Note that the effects shown are all power 
decreases in the β/γ band. Whilst some positive effects were observed, they were not 
consistent on all subjects.
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Figure 6. 
Results of trial by trial coupling analysis between network nodes in the β/γ range. A) β/γ 
change in medial frontal cortex plotted against β/γ change in the left inferior parietal lobule 
for the N-back task. Significant linear modulation was observed both across phases of the 
task (r2 = 0.22; p = 3×10−17) and within single phases (e.g. 2 back; r2 = 0.18; p = 1.6×10−5). 
B) β/γ change in medial frontal cortex plotted against β/γ change in the right inferior 
parietal lobule, again for the N-back task. Significant linear modulation was observed (r2 = 
0.1; p = 2×10−8 - all phases, r2 = 0.14; p = 0.0002 - 2-back). C) β/γ change in medial frontal 
cortex plotted against β/γ change in left lateralised language area for the Sternberg task ( r2 
= 0.1; p = 3×10−12 - all conditions, r2 = 0.16; p = 9×10−7 - 8-letter maintenance) D) β/γ 
change in medial frontal cortex plotted against β/γ change in primary visual cortex for the 
Sternberg task. Here, no significant modulation was observed ( r2 = 0.015; p = 0.01 - all 
conditions, r2 = 0.004; p = 0.44 - 8-letter maintenance). In all cases the left hand column 
shows the brain areas involved; the centre column shows the result for all trials; the right 
hand column shows trials grouped into sets of 12 (according to power change at the ACC) 
and averaged. All statistics are based on unaveraged data.
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Figure A1. 
Phase locked vs non-phase locked θ power. A) Time-frequency difference spectra for the 
two-back phase of the task. In the left hand panel, timecourses are Hilbert transformed prior 
to averaging across trials. In the right hand panel, timecourses are averaged across trials 
prior Hilbert transformation. B) Difference spectra, averaged across time for the two-back 
phase of the task.
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